CCC 6 is here! With blazing-fast backups, new ways to analyze your backups, Dark Mode, and so much more...

FOR RELEASE MAY 19, 2021 (ANY TIME)

--------
Longmeadow, MA - May 19, 2021 - Bombich Software has released Carbon Copy Cloner 6, an upgrade to its backup software for macOS. CCC 6 features a redesigned interface with Dark Mode support, faster backups with our brand new next-generation file copier, Quick Update to update backups up to 20x faster, real time task performance info with estimated backup time remaining, Snapshot Navigator to explore older versions of files, the ability to run backups immediately when CCC detects that files have changed, Task Preview to see what will happen before a backup, Backup Audit to review what was copied and why, multiple advanced file verification options, the ability to pause a backup, and more.

Carbon Copy Cloner 6 requires macOS 10.15 or later and is compatible with Apple’s macOS 11 Big Sur. A full-featured thirty day trial version is available at http://bombich.com/download.

What's New in Carbon Copy Cloner 6:

●	Faster Backups - Our next-generation file copier, rewritten from the ground up, is bound to impress and is the basis for a lot of new features. With CCC 6 your backups will be not just faster but often astonishingly fast!
●	Quick Update: Update your backups up to 20X faster - Interested in lightning quick backups with no exhaustive scanning for changes required? How about those NAS backups that took hours - would you believe us if we said they could now take as little as a few minutes? It’s true, CCC has a whole new approach to figuring out what needs to be copied that you will love!
●	Redesigned Interface with Dark Mode - CCC’s main window has a new look and is reorganized to make it smaller while making many of the controls and font sizes larger. Plus, no more blinding, late-night CCC experiences. Even our Dashboard app has dark mode!
●	Snapshot Navigator - Need to restore a file or two from your backup but don’t know where to start? We’ve made it easier than ever! Now you can step through older versions of your backups and get a preview of your files as they were at specific points in time.
●	Detailed Progress Indication - With our Real Time Task Performance Chart. Dare we say that we’ve made progress indication...fun? From our new time remaining estimate to a mesmerizing live graph of file processing and transfer rates, you’ll never wonder what your backup is doing again.
●	Pause a Backup - Need to do something real quick but you’re in the middle of a backup and want to make sure it gets backed up? Just click the new Pause button and restart your backup when you’re done.
●	Improved Dashboard Menubar App - Dashboard is better than ever and now tracks the space consumed by snapshots on your disks. Of course, it still offers one-click access to starting, stopping and monitoring your CCC tasks alongside details about recent task activity.
●	Task Preview - Unsure about what changes CCC may make on a destination volume? Use the new Preview feature in CCC 6 to see what's going to happen before starting your backup.
●	Backup Audit - Want to know what was copied, and why? Quickly view the files copied or updated, folders created or updated, files deleted or archived and never again wonder why CCC copied a particular file.
●	Compare: Source & Destination - You've finished your backup but the source and the destination aren't exactly the same size; did CCC miss something? Probably not! CCC's Compare feature offers a visual comparison to quickly determine if something is missing from the backup, or if size differences are simply the result of files sitting in the Trash.
●	Advanced File Filtering - Excluding a folder or two from a backup task has always been trivial with CCC, and now it's even easier to precisely define what should and should not be backed up. You can also now visualize the effects of custom filter rules, and CCC will report how much data is going to be backed up. A QuickLook panel shows you a preview of your files, and you can sort your file list based on name, size, or modification date.
●	Task History Trends - Our new trend chart shows how your tasks are performing over time, and how many files/how much data gets copied each time your task runs.
●	Other Goodies - CCC 6 offers per-task control over the file copier’s CPU usage. There is also more information about your source and destination right at your fingertips – click on the source or destination selector to see extensive information about the selected volume. Also new, those pesky items that cause task errors can be excluded directly from the Task History Errors table. Last, CCC’s Task Filter now offers support for respecting macOS “backupd” exclusions (i.e. exclusions defined for Time Machine).
●	Hundreds of fixes and improvements

Detailed release notes are found at:
https://bombich.com/kb/ccc6/release-notes

Blog post detailing our new features:
https://bombich.com/blog/2021/05/02/ccc-6-here-faster-backups-better-accountability-dark-mode-and-so-much-more 


Carbon Copy Cloner features:
●	Creating Mac backups since 2002
●	Schedule backups to occur automatically
●	Back up to local volumes, network volumes or disk images
●	Back up external volumes to other external volumes, network volumes or disk images
●	Non-proprietary backups for simple access to backup data
●	Smarter updates for faster backups - update only the files that have been added or modified since the last backup
●	Default settings protect against accidental loss of files on the destination
●	Uniquely extensive error handling offering recognition of dozens of error patterns with useful advice for dealing with each problem to ensure the integrity of data
●	Task displays when backup tasks have run and how they’re doing. If any tasks have errors, CCC offers advice to help fix any problems
●	Backup notification through macOS Notification Center and via email
●	Available in English, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Dutch and Spanish

Requirements:
- macOS 10.15 and later.

Carbon Copy Cloner 6 Pricing:
Personal & Household License (non-commercial home use, all computers in household included): $39.99 USD
Business & Institutional License (commercial use, per computer): $39.99 USD, volume discounts available
Pro License (commercial use, per technician): $100, volume discounts available

Personal & Household License upgrade from Carbon Copy Cloner 5: 50% discount off current price, $20.00 USD
Personal & Household License upgrade from Carbon Copy Cloner 4: 25% discount off current price, $30.00 USD
Business & Institutional and Pro License upgrade from Carbon Copy Cloner 5: 25% discount off current price
(Free upgrade for purchases made on or after February 18, 2021.)

A demo of Carbon Copy Cloner 6 for macOS is available for free download at https://bombich.com.
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